
Product description

YUJING silver mirror is wide in South Asia, Southeast Asia, Africa, South America and Middle East,
and so on. It is usually produced with clear glass top or other colors of Italy FENZI paint.

YUJING silver mirror can wait in stock size or can be cut and beveled customer needs.

Name of
Product 4mm and 5mm clear bathroom mirror

Certification ISO 9001:2000, TUV, INTERKET, KS 

Description 
Yujing silver mirror is produced through an environmentally friendly
process, using a clear or tinted float glass of exceptionally high quality
and durability. It is coated with a lead-free and copper-free silver film
and two layers of waterproof paint. 

Benefits 

1. the surface of the mirror is clear and crisp, clear and true-to-life
image.

2. the plating layer is rigid and bond and the protective layer
impregnable with good erosion resistance.

3. high quality clear float glass and high-tech equipment combine to
make delicious sense mirrors of exceptionally high quality produce. 

Property Clear and precise images, acid-resistance, moisture resistance 

Function 

1. to improve the optical quality and the life of the mirror to
significantly increase through improved resistance to corrosion;

2. adding a sense of depth to any room;

3. increase the aesthetic effects of buildings. 
Thickness 2-6 mm 
Sizes 60*80cm, 60*90cm, 50*70cm, 70*50cm, 60*45cm, D60cm, etc. 
Colors clear, bronze, gray and other colors 
Back-coating Grey,  etc. 

Beveled Details Many shapes for you choice: round edge(also named as C-edge, pencil
edge), flat edge, beveled edge, etc

Code-squirting Workable 

Application 

1. decorations, furniture.

2. applied as rearview mirror bathroom mirror, make up mirror, optical
mirror,

etc. 





Detailed images





Packaging & delivery



Packaging Details:

wooden crate, with paper between two pieces ,or your request

Delivery detail:

within 15 days after receiving the deposit or the L/C

Contact Us:



FAQ:

Why Choose US?
1.ISO 9001:2000, TUV, INTERKET approved.
2.One of the largest mirror factories allover China.
3.Years of suppler of IKEA and B&Q etc. reflects our stable and reliable quality.
4.Strict quality control system.
5.Professional and efficient service.
6.Competitive and reasonable offer.
7.We want to be your long term partner assist you to provide excellent goods and service to
your customer.


